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25.01.2011 
Muammar Gaddafi • s private 
::ret Dassault Falcon 900EX 
performed a charter flight - C 

fr~~ovT!;~e~!~e!r~ a~~~u~~ de~~nfi~ack ___ ::!;:::~-~;;~:;;-~~;;) 
this information. 

21.01.2011 
Inauguration of Belarusian President 

Alexander Lukashenko 
to serve the People of the Republic of 

Belarus faithfully, to respect and preserve 

Libya 

Human Rights and Liberties, to preserve, 
protect and defend the Constitution of the 
Republic of Belarus, to execute the assigned 

duties faithfully and conscientiously 

Metropolitan of Mi nsk and Slut.sk Filaret 

May 2011 



ander Otroschenkov 
ed to 4 years 
security 

i'l'l!!lil;j~~ .. ov, Molchanov and Novik lasted 
to evidence of human rights 

uilt of the defendants 

The journalist Alexander Otroschenkov has been sentenced to 4 years 
of maximum security, the demonstrators Alexander Molchanov and Dmitry 
Novik have been sentenced to 3 and 3,5 years of maximum security 

They start watching the videotapes from the 
Square. The TV is standing next to the judge, 
it can hardly be seen from the courtroom. The 
judge switched the sound off. The prosecutor 
covered the screen with his back. Now the 
whole courtroom can't see and hear anything, 
people start to show their discontent. The 
OSCE experts are laughing 

This is a closed court room .. I ask 
everyone with a photo and video camera 

to leave the courtroom 

The fact that they did it to 
him proves that these bastards are 

scared. They are scared of such 
people like Otroschenkov, 

Sannikov, Bondarenko, Statkevich, 
Lebed'ko. All their power is 

based on fear. 

The coordinator of the civil company 
" European Belarus" Dmitry Borodko 

There will be no sanctions: Europe is 
more interested in its countries and their 
business 

Which sanctions are you talking 
about? In Germany petrol costs 1.6 

euro for a liter, after imposing 
sanctions should we expect 2 euro? 

Who will lose in this situation? 

If they wanted, they would 
have already imposed these 

sanctions 

Europe will unlikely impose any 
sanctions but symbolic ones on Belarus. 
Europe won't reject Belarusian oil 
even if the cops start shooting 

The sentence was handed down by the judge Tatiana Cherkas. 
The prosecutor Molodcova demanded to sentence three defendants 
to 5 years of maximum security. 

The head of the German human rights organization " Human Rights for Belarus" 
Hans-Georg Wieck 



The court building of the frunzcnski district 

06.03.2011 
What do normal 

Russians and Belarusians 
think of those who took part 
in the upheaval on the 19th 

of December in Minsk? 

The hooligans should 
be punished! I saw 
them breaking the 

windows! 

TOn \.fHOE 
E&WAEMWE. 

The. judge Tatiano. Tcherkas 

Popularity. reputation, trust - a politician 
gets all of those during the election campaign. 
The scenario of a "colored revolution" requires 

purchasing these qualities . From regular 
people. Those who were collecting signatures 

received 1 dollar per each, those who 
took part in the demonstrations -

10 dollars, then at the Square, ~ 
and finally on the dock . 

Today they are breaking 
windows, tomorrow th£y will 

start killing people:. Tho:y 
should bo: punished! 

The sentence has been 
admitted according 

to the Law. 

You came here to 
help us organise 
disorders? Enjoy 

life now! 



... 

According to rumours, we know 
how to tell apart a cold prison cell 

from a warm one. In a cold one they 
sleep in thme pairs of socks , in a 

jacl<ot and In a cap 1 fn tho warm one 
they sleep In one pair of socks, In 

a jacket and without a cap 

The attitude toward women 
in the pre-trial prison is more 

civil. But according to the 
sounds heard from behind wall. 

men were treated badly 
and brutally . 

I am not sure that under the current 
circumstances somebody from the 

take who I know will be ready to 
begin these legal cases. 

Pavel Sapelko, a lawyer of Andrei Sannlkov, 
Pavel Severinac and Dmitry Oashkevich 

From December 29th on, candidate for president 
Nikolai Statkevlch, his authorized representative (fJ 

Sergei Marcelev and the chai rman of the United Civil 
Party Anatoly Lebed'ko haven't been able to meet 

with the lawyer 

Dmitry Bulanov's mother 

--(,:in! Khaitp and Vladimir 
Nekliaev were put under 

Natalia Radina, an editor of the website charter 97, accused of d isorderly conduct, 
was released from the pre-trial prison of KGB under the recognizance not to leave from a pre-trial prison 

I can't come to the windows, 
walk with my 3 year old son Dan iii . 

I am forbidden to use any forms 
of communication. In the flat there are 

constantly two people who don't let 
me come to the entrance doors. I am 

allowed to see only my 
mother and father. 

Prosecutor General Office claims that 
the prisoners are living In a holiday 
resort. My daughtor Olga wrltos to 

Sasha almost every day but all 
this time only few 

letters have a rrlved 

Journalist and political scientist Alexander Klaskovsky 



15.01.2011 
Coup d'etat 
in Tunisia: 
the President Zine 
ei-Abidine Ben Ali 
left the country 

CTO.mt"tHOE 
TSEI!M.l\atWE 

---..- ,_ .... 3&:# 01 

11.02.2011 
New antigovernment 
actions in Egypt lead 
to HusnT Mubarak's 
removal from office. 

17.02.201 
Because of riots tanks 
were brought in the capital 
of Bahrain.The situation in 
Yemen, Libya and Iraq is 
uneasy. Disturbing news 
from Tunisia and Algeria 
keeps coming. 

19.02.2011 
In Yemen protesters were shot. 

18.02.2011 
In Libya, during 
the conflict between 
protesters and 
police, 20 people 
died and dozens 
were wounded. 
The streets of the second 
biggest town Bengasi were 
overrun by a popular 
uprising. 



The condition of my release under 
the cognizance not to leave my place of 
residence was signing an agreement of 

"collaboration". I deliberately took that step, 
not because of pressure or torture. but 

in order to pass on to the world the 
information of what is being done 

to the prisoners . 

During the so-called "body search", we were all herded into 
a cold room, stripped and made to sit down and stand up abruptly 

- repeatedly several dozen times. Prisoners with weaker health 
were nearly passing out during this, but it didn't 

stop the masked people. 
At night, the day lamps were not switched off. We were ordered 
to lay down wi~h our faces under lamps and forbidden to cover 

our faces with handkerchiefs. My sight started deteriorating 

~~~~~ ... ~~~~;:::~~~==~~:::=::::~:===::~::=:~~~a;s;;a_r~e~s~u~l~t.~::::::::::::::::::::~ 
The cell floor was painted with acetone-based paint and we 
were ordered to remain in this non-ventilated room until the 
paint had fully dried. They added fresh paint several times. ... ' 

This was carried on continuously for over 40 h:o:u~r~s ....... ~~-= 5-6 times a day, we were taken out 
be searched". During this, we were made to stand 

naked in a "stretch vice": our legs were tripped up, forcing them 
to be stretched almost to a full split. When our legs buckled, 

Defense lawyers were not admitted. This was 
done deliberately, to prevent the prisoners 

from telling them about the tort.-=u~re;sli. ,.,,.~ ... 

I felt the ligaments breaking, it was difficult to walk after 
this procedure. We were made to stand naked about one 

meter away from the wall, the masked people forcing us to lean 
with our hands against the wall. In a room in which the 

temperature did not exceed 50°F, we were kept this way 
for 40 minutes until our hands were swollen. 

People wearing black masks twisted my arms behind my 
back as far up as they would go, until my joints started cracking. They 
me I needed to do everything requested of me. They kept my arms in this 
position for a long time and pushed them higher and higher until I said I 

would comply with all requests. 

Darla Korsak, tho wife of Alexander Otroschonkov 



20.01.2011 
The square. If revolutions 

happened every year, they could 
become the source of 

a constant income. 

The materials of the secret services reveal 
the tactics and strategies of the west "analytical 
centers". first of all from Germany and Poland, 
which create in Belarus certain structures the aim 
of which was to overthrow the legally elected power . .... ,, , ~ 

In our capital according to the analogy of Kiev in 2004 and Bishkek in 2010 everything began with loud accusations towards the power and inappropriate 
actions of foreign representatives , seizure and the assault of the administrative buildings. There was one very important difference. The pointless and merciless 
riot in Minsk was futile . 

A participant of the 
unauthorized action which took 

place last year in Minsk, 
Vasily Parfenkov, was sentenced 

to 4 years of maximum 
security. He pleaded guilty 

only partially. 

rm gonna make it my way 
Just getting stronger each day 
rm from Belarus so 1 say 
I'm Belarusian 

I've got the life to live 
rve got so much 1 can give 
And you can always believe 
In my friendship 

Now it"s time to show 

I am Belarusian 
feel it in my mind 
Belarusian 
friendly and so kind 
time"s on side 
nothing is gonna 
break me now 

19.02.2011 Interview of Alexander Lukashenka in Raubichi 

02.03.2011 
At the international song contest 
"Eurovision 2011" Belarus will be 

represented by Anastasia Vinnikova 
with a song "Born in Bielorussia" 

06.03.2011 
Interview of Alexander 

Lukashenko with the newspaper 
"Washington Post" 



15.03.2011 
Dear readers, on March 

15th, 2011, the library will 
not be open. 

Readers are not allowed in to 
the building. Today, there will be 

meetings of the council of Ministers 
of the Union State of Belarus 

and Russia. 

Is that a library or a conference hall? 
Why don't they have respect 
for the people to such an extent? 

The Japanese reactors 
are American reactors 40 years 

ago . We're talking about new 
technology and today we will 
discuss everything in detail 

with you . 

I \ » 
Belarus and Russia 

In Astravets there are already two 8-storey 
buildings built for the construction workers 
of the atomic power station. The construction 
management offices for the power station are 
housed on the first floor of one of the 
buildings. 

Aleksandr Mindadze's film about the 
Chernobyl tragedy, " On Saturday," 
was removed from distribution 

The location of the building was identified 
without asking anyone. It's the Grodensk 
oblast. 60 km from the capital city of Lithuania, 
Vilnius. 

Vladimir Putin reassured us that the level of 
the reactor's safety will be significantly higher. 

in Minsk theaters. 

So, Belarusians, will we be just sitting home, doing 
nothing while Russia uses our country as an appendix? 

Learn to pave first or else they'll 
build a power station! 

The powers that be are preparing for 
privatization: the exposed businesses will be 

for sale in order to gain financial means and to 
extinguish the crisis that started in the stock market. 

Negotiations are held with the Russian Federation 
and the anti-crisis "Eurasian Economic 

Community" fund about 
·-..._____ obtaining loans. 

Ambassador of Ukraine in Belarus, Roman Bezsmertny 

The residents of Belarus spend day and night 
in lines for money. In the foreign market, 
the course of the dollar to a Belarusian ruble 
exceeds the official course by 40%. Belarus 
stopped the sale of gold and silver ingots 
for Belarusian rubles. For the first time 

People in a panic buy up the staples -
flour, sugar, etc. Buying household 
appliances started en masse ... 

since the 90s, currency speculators appeared 
in Minsk. 

21.04.2011 
"Belarusbank" instituted 
restrictions on foreign 
currency exchange. 

Lukashenko said just now on TV that 
the economy is progressing well , 
an 11% increase in the GOP. 

The nation votes with rubles, or rather dollars, where 
the portraits are of quite different presidents. 

Devaluation is inevitable and leads to an even 
more violent rise in prices. Why won't anyone 
write honestly that the most vulnerable part of 
the population will soon start to die off from 
poverty and the pair of 100 square meter plots 
bought by a pensioner today won't save her 
or her family. 

What is government property? As long as you 
are spoon-fed in a timely fashion with worthless 
Belarusian money and given pensions, everything 
is already divided amongst yourselves, half dead, 
is designated government 
property that no one needs. 

Outsourced companies are scaling 
down operations and are laying 

Feminine hygiene products are 
disappearing from the stores. There's 
no money for new batches. Children's 
diapers are on the verge of vanishing. 

off workers. 

One must not sell government property 
in these situations, the sale will be cheap, 
criminal funds will come of it. 

The average Belorussian works his fingers to the bone for 8 
to 10 hours a day for a monthly salary of 800,000 Belorussian 
rubles (200 Euros)- half goes to pay for public utilities, the rest 
to pay loans, groceries, the prices of which rise exponentially. It 
isn't worth it to write about pensioners because there the picture 
is even more deplorable. 



11.04.2011 
Four hours ago. an explosion 

thundered in the Minsk metro at 
the "Oktyabrskaya" station. As a 
result, according to latest data, 

11 people are dead, 126 were 
injured. 35 of whom were given 

immediate medical attention, 
the rest were hospitalized. 

13.04.2011 
The terrorist attack 

in the Minsk metro was 
disclosed: 

II 

CTOnWt.tHOE 
1"£;1EB~EHWE _.. __ ,.... ~ 

Any panic. including those about 
food, money, must stop. Those 

found responsible will face criminal 
prosecution for the propagation of 

slanderous fabrications. 



And why are we still looking at sketches 
and not at real photos of the suspects? 

{fJ 
l"m afraid that If the "terrorists '" 
came clean about organizing 
all the explosions in Just a faw 
hours, then the most mnovative 
methods of torture were used. 

The General Procurator's office also showed journalists 
video footage of the suspect who committed the act 
in the Minsk metro. 

Ko1ya went up to the fir.it 
cordoned off section, led him 
away, and Lukashenko came 
to look at the bodies anti the 
crater. No kind of production. 
The casualties wero left in 
plactJ to carry out an 
Investigation. A rather weak 
ev Ide nee base. 

It's a shame for the Innocent casualties. but 
It's no less a shame for the Innocent prisoners. 

We don't have anyone at work that believes 
the offic:ial version, oven the apolitical ones ask 
themselves. "What kind of idiots do they take 
us for?" 

Anarchists, lathe operator and electri
cian, and ex·ploslve5 ordered online
I postod this absurdity an my blog. 

After the tragedy, Europe put off 
a conversation about issuing sanctions . 

They came to the office of the •• Nasha Nlva" 
newspaper as well, they ordered all tho 
videos and photos taken by journalists from 
the scene of the tragedy to be taken down 
from the site, they made the director sign a 
nondisclosure agreement. 

The question of why the head of State was 
allowed into a complotely unchockod, dangnrous 
place in a hurry. especially with an under-aged. 
sweet cMd, appears rhetorical . All at once tt>e 
thought comes to mind: it's possible that It was 
known there was no longer a danger. 

Police of the Frunzensky district arrested four civil activists. Pavel Levinav 
and Olga Karach are detained on suspicion in connections with the terrorist 
attack in Minsk subway on April 11th. 

Olga Karach: ~ 
DO BELARUSIANS UNDERSTAND LUKASHENKO? 

It seems suspicious to me that 10 hours before 
the explosion. two main alternative sites were 

blocked - "Belorusian Partisan'" 
and "Charter-97." 

Do you understand the 100.000 Belorussian 
men who you subjected to a derogatory and 
compulsory fingerprinting procedure? As if 
our forefathers, fathers , husbands, brothers, 

and sons were some kind of criminals? 



-

Whether it smells of 
politics or not. I don't want to 
stir up our fifth column. But 

soon we will find out some 
information . 

16.04.2011 
Republican Saturday in Belarus 
is an annual and significant for 

Belarusians. 

I'm probably not 
an idiot if I take 
responsibility in 
saying the crime 

is solved . 

CTOnW'tHOE 
Tl'JlE&ItlEMWE ,., .. , ....,.. 

Authors of publications with unacceptable 
content will be summoned for questioning in 

a criminal investigation that will decide their 
liability. With regard to websites , 

order must be restored . 

The Shocking terrorist 
attack in Minsk subway has 
become the most discussed 

event on the web. 

Our president was never 
against opposition. It's not 

opposition, but specific people 
who make statements clearly 

'-----~ confirming that this is the 
fifth column. 



' » 

Being of sound mind and body, on March 
year, I announced an indefinite hunger strike to draw 

attention to the plight of Nikita Likhovid, sentenced by 
the city of Minsk Partisan region court to 3.5 years hard 

labor for "rioting" on December 19th, 2010. 

Write a word of support for political prisoners! 

prisonners. 

{f) Andzhei , when I start to get 
scared, I remember you. 
Thank you! 

I watched your duel with the special 
police with admiration. You are a brave 
man and a fine journalist. 

The accused in the actions of December 19th are under arrest waiting for trial: 
To sign the petition for the release of Andzhei Pochobut 
www.wyborcza.pl 

Bandarenka Zmicier, Kviatkievic Alaksandr, Kirkievic Ales, Ktaskouski Alaksandr, Marcyleu Siarhiej, 
Macukievic Vitai ,Pratasienia Andrej, Sannikau Andrej, Sieviaryniec Pavat, Utadzimir Jaromienak, 
Statkievic Mikataj 220050, Minsk, rnasno<tTaMT, ale 8 * 
Butanaj:i Zmicie.'=' Vasilevic lila, Vinahradau Pavat, Hniedc¥k Aleh, Hrybko Arciom, Daronin Zmicier, 
Drozd Zmicier, ~azakou Siarhie1 t.oban Utadzimier, Mirzajanau Fiodar, Pazniak Andrej Sakret Jauhien, 
Fiedarkievic Aleh, Chamicenka Utadzimier, Jaromienak Utadzimier 220030, Minsk, vui.Vatadarskaha, 2, CIJA-1 * 

{f) One of the prisoners- Novik Dmltry 
Leonidovich- my brother, would like 
everyone to know his address to write to 
him even though unacquainted. He said 
that it would be nice to hear words of 
encouragement. I think that he will answer 
everyone! Write, friends! 

Already convicted: 

Atroscankau Alaksandr 2113000, Viciebskaja vobt., Viciebski r-n, p.Vicba, papraucaja kalonija N23 
t.obau Eduard 2252g5, Bierasciejskaja vobt., h.lvacevicy, "Voucyja nory", papraucaja kalonija N222, a/s 20 
Matcanau Valer'jevic 213105, h.Mahilou, Stauharadzkaja sasa, p/o Viejna, papraucaja kalonija N215 
Novik Dzmitryj 213004 Mahilouskaja vobt., h.~ktou, papraucaja kalonija N211, bryhada 141 
Parfiankou Vasil 211030, Viciebskaja vobt., h.Vorsa, vut.Lenina, 195 a, papraucaja kalonija N28 
Daskievic Zmicier SIZA-1 na vut.Vatadarskaha 220030, h.Miensk, vut.Vatadarskaha, 2, SIZA-1 
Mikataj Autuchovic 225293, Bierasciejskaja vobt., h. lvacevicy-3, VK-5 atrad 13 
Lichavid Mikita 211440 Navapolack, ul. Texnichnaja, papraucaja kalonija N210 

«Anarchists' case»: 

Vietkin Maksim, Dziadok Mikataj, Franckievic Alaksandr 220030, h.Miensk, vut.Vatadarskaha, 2, SIZA-1 
Alinievic lhar 220050, Minsk, lnasno<tTaMT, a/c 8 

Thanks in advance! 

{f) 
{f) 

A letter to any political 
prisoner can be sent by email : to 
zone@levonevsky.or9 

What Belarusian political prisoners 
really need- warm words of 
encouragement and understand
ing. Each of us can send now. 
That is solidarity. 

A case of arson of Bobruisk KGB: * mail will be forwarded by the 
NGO "Movement for Freedom" 

Vaskovic Jauhien, Prakapienka Arciom, Syramotatau Pavat: 

213826 Mahilouskaja vobt., h. Babrujsk, zav. 1-1 Pierajezdny, 10, SIZA N25 

Under house arrest 

Utadzimir Niaklajeu, lryna Chalip * 

Make a donation: 
German-Belarusian Society dbg e.V 
Bank: Postbank Berlin 
Bank Code (BLZ): 100 100 10 
Account: 499 585 106 
Purpose: For Politically Repressed in Belarus 
I BAN: DEBS 1001 0010 0499 5851 06 
BIC: PBNKDEFF 

Civic Belarus launches a public collection to support the victims 
of political repression in Belarus www.civicbelarus.eu 
Civil Belarus Bank Account in CZ 
Number of the transparent bank account 2900120912/2010 
IBAN: SK1283300000002900120g12 
SWIFT/BIC: FIOZSKBAXXX 
We can issue a confirmation of your donation for tax deduction 
reasons if you write us at info@civicbelarus.eu 

p .~~'B~~~ ~Sisoner> 
Minsk 220005 
Belarus 

PayPal donate 
www.freebelarusnow.org/en 
This Is a website dedicated to drawing the 
world's attention to the plight of the people 
of the Republic of Belarus. Free Belarus Now 
is a coalition of friends, families and 
supporters of the victims of Lukashenko 
and his regime. 

An independent resource of visual propaganda for freedom of thought and expression in Belarus! Our freedom of speech is printer and color sprayl ww.antibrainwash.net 
Using the site pashtouka.org anyone can write a letter to political prisonners from any location. It's enough to choose your recepient, a postcard and text. 
The association Libereco - Partnership for Human Rights intends to defend human rights, particularly political and civil rights. www.lphr.org/en 
Human Rights Center "Viasna" is a non-governmental human rights organization, created in 1996 during mass protest actions of the democratic 
opposition in Belarus. www.spring96.org 

Oh my dear papa! I love you so! 
Please, papa, come back to us. Papa, 
if you can't manage to come, please 
ask those who broadcast the signal 
to give us the reception back. Papa, 

we want really want you to come 
back. With love, 

Danya. 

Everyone of you can make 
a small contribution: Sending 

a letter to the imprisoned. I, as a person 
who was in Lukashenko's prison, can 

confirm how important it is to know that 
people remember you and write the words 

of support from different countries 
of the world 

Edited by the Office for Anti-Propaganda; translated by Joshua Rowe, Gulnare Nasyrova, Olga Kopenkina; special thanks 
to Tobias Weihmann; printed with support of Konrad Adenauer Foundation and ZEIT-Stiftung Ebelin und Gerd Bucerius 

All information is taken from open sources: the state and independent mass-media, including TV, blogs, websites of the independent organisations. 


